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This paper describes principles of the data communication in the distributed database system AD-DB 

developed by the authors. The database system is designed to function properly in such a complex and 

dynamic network as the VANET is. That way, vehicles connected to the VANET could distribute traffic 

related data to the others. The paper concludes by proposing a solution for security problems by 

introducing cross-certificate to our system. 

Povzetek: Predstavljena je izvirna arhitektura porazdeljenih podatkovnih sistemov v okolju VANET. 

1 Introduction 
VANET (Vehicular Ad-hoc NETwork) is a field of 

important research nowadays [25]. Many researchers are 

trying to develop new principles to make it possible to 

distribute information through this network. Applications 

for VANET could be divided into two categories: safety 

applications and comfort applications. Safety 

applications are more important ones. They are focusing 

on distributing information about traffic accidents, 

obstacles and other safety hazards to as many vehicles as 

possible [13, 14]. 

VANET is defined to be a special case of MANET 

(Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork) where network nodes are 

represented by vehicles in a road traffic. But problems 

with distributing data in VANET are completely different 

from the MANET ones. MANET nodes as computers 

with limited power source and limited computing 

resources have to communicate in small time frames to 

preserve as much power as possible. All research of the 

MANET communication is about minimizing 

communication and computing time and about 

conserving node power. 

On the other hand, almost all of VANET nodes 

(vehicles in road traffic, road infrastructure) have good 

power source. So research in this area is focusing on the 

best way to distribute information for all nodes that are 

interested in it. 

2 State of the art 

2.1 Classic architecture of distributed 

database system 

Architecture of DDBS (Distributed Database System) 

from data organization point of view is shown in figure 

1. It is simple layered model with four layers. Each one 

of them represents some view on data itself. 

 

Figure 1: DDBS reference architecture [1]. 

There are four layers of distributed database system, 

each modeling one kind of view on distributed database 

[1]: 

1. LIS (Local Internal Schema) represents physical 

representation of data stored at one node. It is 

analogy of internal schema from centralized 

databases. 

2. LCS (Local Conceptual Schema) describes 

logical organization of data at one node. It is 

used to handle data fragmentation and 

replication. 

3. GCS (Global Conceptual Schema) represents 

logical organization of data in whole distributed 

database system. This layer is abstracting from 

the fact that the database system is distributed. 

4. ES (External Schema) represents user view into 

distributed database. Each external schema 
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defines which parts of database user is interested 

in. 

The fact that the user is using only global conceptual 

schema through views defined in external schema, 

assures that the user can manipulate the data regardless 

of its position in the distributed database system. 

Therefore it is necessary to have a mapping from every 

local to the global conceptual schema. This mapping, 

named GD/D (Global Directory/Dictionary), is defined 

as part of the distributed database system. 

The main role of GD/D is to provide access to 

mapping between local conceptual schemas and the 

global conceptual schema. So it has to be accessible from 

every node sending queries to the system. There are 

several ways to ensure it [4, 5]: 

1. Centralized directory – whole GD/D is stored 

centrally at one node. The advantage of this 

solution is that it makes GD/D manipulation 

simpler. However, one central node represents 

single point of failure for the whole distributed 

system and can be a bottleneck as well. 

2. Fully redundant directory – replication of the 

whole GD/D is stored on every node. That way 

it can be quickly accessed whenever needed. But 

its modifications are more complicated due to its 

multiple occurrences in the system. 

3. Local directory – every node stores only its own 

part of the GD/D, so its management is very 

simple. On the other hand, global query requires 

communication with other nodes to make 

possible to create the query plan. 

4. Multiple catalog – in the clustered distributed 

database system it is possible to assign whole 

GD/D replication to one node in each cluster. It 

is combination of first two ways. 

5. Combination of 1. and 3. – every node has its 

own GD/D replication and there is one global 

replication as well. Each of this possibilities has 

its pros and cons. But they have all something in 

common: the system needs to recognize all of its 

parts. 

Whether the GD/D is stored at one node or 

somewhat distributed through the system, there needs to 

be some way how to access it as a whole. This is not 

possible in VANET as there is no way to ensure 

communication between all of the nodes. In this 

situation, GD/D cannot be used to locate requested data. 

As of the present time there is no solution designed 

specifically for VANET known to the authors. But there 

are few solutions for MANET, so we will describe them 

in next sections of the article. 

2.2 TriM protocol 

The TriM protocol is the one of first attempts for solving 

the problem of data distribution in MANET environment 

the generic way. It was designed as part of a PhD thesis 

at the University of Oklahoma [6]. The main focus of the 

protocol is to minimize power consumption and to utilize 

all three modes of communication [7]: 

 Data Push represents data distribution using 

broadcast messages. 

 Data Pull represents on demand data 

distribution. 

 Peer-to-peer communication for querying data. 

The main disadvantage of the TriM protocol is its 

requirement to have same data on all nodes. This 

requirement makes it practically unusable in the VANET 

environment. 

2.3 HDD3M protocol 

HDD3M protocol tries to solve TriM protocol problems. 

As in the original protocol, HDD3M aims to use all three 

modes of communication and to conserve as much power 

as possible. The main difference from the TriM protocol 

is a possibility to manage database fragments and to 

modify the distributed database via transactions. 

HDD3M divides nodes into 3 categories: 

 Requesting node (RN) is sending queries to 

distributed database system. 

 Database node (DBN) is containing database 

fragments. 

 Database directory (DD) stores GD/D for 

distributed database. 

This protocol must solve problems with distribution 

GD/D. There is no guarantee that all of database 

directory nodes receive the GD/D update request. Some 

of the nodes could be inaccessible through MANET or 

shut down due to lack of energy. When the network is 

fragmented, keeping the data accurate and actual might 

be impossible. 

The biggest problem for the deployment of 

distributed databases in the VANET environment is the 

necessity of the knowledge of all the nodes beimg 

available in the system. This problem persists in this 

solution as well because the GD/D is still used. 

3 Principles of proposed solution 
So the only way to ascertain the  use of the distributed 

database system in the VANET environment is to 

remove the GD/D from the system and replace it with a 

different principle. As it has been said already, the GD/D 

describes the mapping between the local and global 

conceptual schemes. Without the mapping the system 

does not know where the data are located and how to 

query them. 

Using the GD/D in the VANET environment is 

impossible because it requires knowledge of the whole 

system (global directory). In VANET every node knows 

only its immediate surroundings. So querying a 

distributed database is fairly limited in such environment. 

The only nodes which can be addressed to using queries 

are those in the immediate surroundings in the network. 

So the system naturally creates virtual clusters of nodes 

that can communicate with each other. The clusters 

might overlap, so each of the nodes of the cluster can 

communicate with another set of nodes. 

The only possibility to introduce principles of 

distributed database systems into VANET environment 
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lies in allowing to query data only from clusters 

containing the query node. That way we can replace 

GD/D with another principle – CD/D (Cluster 

Directory/Dictionary). But there is still question, how to 

store CD/D and how to distribute it throughout the 

database system. The possibilities are same as they were 

for storing GD/D. They were described in the subsection 

1. in section 1 of this paper. 

Best possibility for VANET seems to be storing their 

own part of CD/D at each of network nodes. Other 

possibilities would be complicated to implement due to 

highly dynamic nature of VANET. 

This is the way distributed database management 

system AD-DB (AD-hoc DataBase) is working [24]. 

AD-DB was created as the result of a PhD thesis at 

University of Žilina [2] by one of authors. 

4 Query processing in AD-DB 
As we already said, it is impossible to keep CD/D as a 

whole and distribute it throughout the VANET. Instead 

of that, AD-DB is using broadcast messages for data 

communication and lets each data node to decide 

whether it has requested data or not by looking to its own 

part of CD/D. 

AD-DB supports two methods of communication 

each based on slightly different principle: 

 Pull method is an application of pull mode of 

data communication into AD-DB database. It 

allows each node to query data from cluster. 

 Push method is an application of push mode of 

data communication into AD-DB database. It 

allows to share own data to other nodes without 

any prior query. 

4.1 The Pull method 

The Pull method represents the standard method of query 

processing in classic distributed database systems. One 

of the nodes sends query to the system and waits for the 

results. 

The method could be used in such  a situation where 

a client does not have to update the data periodically but 

needs to query it once instead. One time search for 

nearby cinemas could be taken as an example of such a 

situation. 

It is also possible to use the pull method as a means 

for data replication but it is much more ineffective than 

using the push method [15]. 

 

 

Figure 2: Query processing using the pull method [2, 3].  

The query principle is shown on Fig. 2. 

Communication is done in the following steps: 

1. Global query optimization. It is important to 

optimize a query to minimize the size of 

resulting data. 

2. Sending a query. The Query node sends 

optimized query using broadcast message. That 

way all of the data nodes in cluster receive the 

query. The query node waits for the specified 

time. 

3. Query fragmentation. Every data node which 

receives the query fragments  searches for 

subqueries that the node is able to execute. 

4. Local subquery optimization. A data node 

optimizes each of the found subqueries and 

prepares it for execution. 

5. Subquery execution. The data node executes 

each of subqueries. 

6. Sending the result. The data node sends back the 

resulting data together with the identification of 

executed subquery using the unicast message. 

7. Results evaluation. After the specified time runs 

out, the query node evaluates all results received 

from the data nodes and merges them to one 

complete result. 

4.2 The push method 

Given that the organization of the network structure is 

changing rapidly in VANET, it is clear that sometimes 

there is a need for querying the same data repeatedly. A 

possibility of using the push method of data 

communication in AD-DB can be handy in such 

situation. 

This is also the reason why the push method is more 

effective to be used in data replication algorithms than 

the pull method [15]. 

 

 

Figure 3: Schematic illustration for push method [3]. 

The schematic principle of push method is shown in 

Fig. 3. The Communication is done in the following 

steps: 

1. Local query optimization. The data node 

optimizes the query and prepares it for 

execution. 

2. Query execution. The data node executes the 

optimized query. 

3. Sending the data. The data node sends resulting 

data packed with the query through VANET as 

broadcast message. 

4. Results evaluation. When the query node 

receives the data, it analyzes the attached query 

to determine whether it needs the data or not. If 
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it needs the data, it forwards the data to the user 

application to process it. 

5 High level communication protocol 

for AD-DB 
Schematic representation of the communication protocol 

used in AD-DB is shown in Fig. 4. The data node can 

process the processQuery message. This is sent by a 

query node in the form of a broadcast message in the pull 

method of communication. 

The query message has following structure [2]: 

 Schema uuid is a unique identifier of the current 

database schema. It is important to include this 

for the data node to be able to determine 

whether it should process the query or not. 

 Serialized query represents the query itself. The 

best way to transfer the query is in a form of 

serialized abstract syntax tree, as it is easy to 

process by the data node. 

There is no need to transfer the session identifier of 

any kind, because the query and uuid could be used as a 

unique identifier of the request. 

The response message structure is as follows [2]: 

 Schema uuid as part of response unique 

identifier. 

 Serialized query as part of response unique 

identifier. It is possible to use the query as part 

of unique identifier because the query processed 

by the database system is expected to be simple 

and short. If this assumption was not true, it 

would still possible to use value computed from 

the query by some hash function instead. 

 Query part is the identifier of the processed 

subquery. 

 Data as a collection of the resulting objects. 

Using the schema uuid and query pair as a unique 

identifier of a request has one advantage over using 

surrogate identification number. This way the response 

message format can by the same for the pull and the push 

methods of communication. 

Important part of a response message is the query 

part identification. It represents a unique identifier of 

query part processed by a data node as a subquery. This 

identifier is needed by a query node to be able to merge 

all responses from all responding data nodes. 

There are two possibilities how to use the same 

system of numbering for all query parts by both the 

query and the data node: 

 Inserting the identifier directly into the 

serialized query. The process of identifier 

inserting is done directly by the query node after 

the global optimization.  

Example of a query with identifiers (syntax of 

the query language used by AD-DB is published 

in multiple publications by authors [2, 3, 8]): 

(1) ⋈ ((2)projects//(λx|x◃name=KANGO),(3)employees) 

where (1) identifies the whole query as one part, 
(2) identifies collection of all projects with the 

name KANGO, and (3) identifies collection of all 

employees. 

 Automatic numbering of all operations by theirs 

priority. The priority of an operation can not 

change as it is defined by the query language, so 

the numbering will be same on both query and 

data node. This system is preferred and it is used 

by AD-DB as it does transfer slightly smaller 

quantity of data between the query and data 

node. 

The push method is using the processResponse 

message. It is sent by the data node in the form of 

broadcast message. 

 

Figure 4: Schematic representation of communication 

protocol used by AD-DB [2]. 

6 The OSACP protocol 
OSACP (Object Structure Aware Communication 

Protocol) is an application protocol designed specifically 

to transfer structured data through VANET. It is designed 

as part of PhD thesis at University of Žilina [9]. OSACP 

is using UDP transport protocol on top of IPv6 network 

protocol. Its design allows it to transfer any structured 

data through VANET and reconstruct it on the other side 

even if part of data was not transferred correctly [10, 3]. 

Missing parts of the structure are replaced by special 

object UNKNOWN to indicate incomplete message. It is 

up to the user of the distributed database (person, or 

another application) to decide whether it can process the 

message or not. 

7 Security of DDBS 
Since VANET is a very dynamically changing system, 

we must pay special attention to the communication 

security. Connections between network elements are 

constantly changing according to the current position of 

the elements and the impact of their communication 

devices. Looking at VANET as a distributed system 

without the possibility of at least partial centralization 

presents a high risk of abuse (threats model, 

authentication, privacy, secure identification of the 

position, etc.). It is necessary for network elements to 

create an appropriate security architecture that will 

protect the participants from various types of attacks. 

Safety aspects that are required in networks can be 

divided into 2 areas: 

 Availability 
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 Authentic information and privacy 

On that basis, we can define commonly known 

security threats and divide them into the following 

categories. 

7.1 Threats to availability 

Denial of service – overload the node resources so it 

is not able to perform other important and necessary 

tasks. It occurs very often as distributed denial of service. 

Similar situation can be made by jamming the channel. 

Black hole attack – an attack by misbehavior of the 

node. It can forcibly redirect network traffic to a non-

existent node by falsifying the routing information, 

causing the data to be lost. 

Malware – malware attacks, such as viruses in 

VANETs, have the potential to cause serious disruption 

to its normal operation. Malware attacks are more likely 

to be carried out by a malicious node. The attacks may be 

introduced into the network when VANET units in cars 

and roadside station receive software updates or special 

plugins. 

GPS spoofing – using GPS simulators to generate 

fraudulent signals so nodes believe they are in different 

location or in different time. 

Broadcast tampering – an attacker can inject false 

traffic safety message into the network. Broadcasting this 

message can cause accidents or manipulating the flow of 

traffic to clear chosen route. 

Spamming – spam messages on VANETs elevate the 

risk of increased transmission latency. The lack of 

centralized administration causes serious problems in 

VANET. 

7.2 Threats to authentication 

Masquerading – an attacker presents itself as 

legitimate node in the vehicular network by using false 

information or by using message fabrication, message 

alteration, or message replay. For example, an attacker 

acts as an emergency vehicle to mislead other vehicles to 

slow down and yield [16]. 

Replay attack – this attack happens when an attacker 

replay the transmission of earlier information to take 

advantage of the situation of the message at time of 

sending [17]. 

Sybil attack – in this attack type, a node sends 

multiple messages to other nodes and each message 

contains a different fabricated source identity in such a 

way that the originator is not known [18, 19]. The basic 

goal of the attack is to provide an illusion to other nodes 

about a traffic jam, and force them to take an alternate 

route 

Message Tampering – this type of attack is changing 

messages while being transferred from a source to theirs 

destination. Everyone within the same zone in VANET 

can listen to all messages sent by other users. Thus, 

malicious users can modify the contents of a message 

before it is received by real destination [20]. 

ID Disclosure – is about disclosing the identity 

information. Using this method, attacker can track the 

current location of his target [20]. 

7.3 Threats classification 

From this point of view we should define which attack 

described in sections 7.1 and 7.2 is mapped to which 

layer of our distributed database system. All of them 

should be expected only on two lowest layers. One can 

expect these type of attack form group of Threats to 

availability to the LIS layer: 

 Denial of service 

 Black hole attack 

 Broadcast tampering 

 Spamming 

From group of Threats to authentication come into 

consideration: 

 Masquerading 

 Reply attack 

On the second level LCS (Local Conceptual Schema) 

it can be form group of Threats to availability: 

 Malware 

 GPS spoofing 

And from group of Threats to authentication: 

 Sybil attack 

 Message Tampering 

 ID Disclosure 

Many of these attacks can be avoided by using PKI 

(Public Key Infrastructure). In conventional database 

systems PKI and cryptography ensure the highest layers. 

The VANET situation is reversed. We need to ensure the 

lowest layers. 

Classic PKI is composed of CA (Certification 

Authority) tree with one root CA. Each CA has a 

network of RA (Registration Authority) to verify the 

applicant's identity certificate. Security is based on 

cryptography. The parent node in the hierarchy “Node 

certificate - CA certificate – root CA certificate” 

guarantees the public key and identifies subordinate by 

form of a certificate that is signed electronically 

document. In the case of private key compromising the 

certificate relevant node or CA needs to be revoked. 

When using PKI in VANET, we must take into 

account the specificities that make it impossible to use 

certain features and protocols used in PKI. 

7.4 Local storage certificates of root CAs 

Many CA roots are expected in VANET and therefore 

fluctuation of CA is very likely. In environment, with 

many root CAs, it is very complicated to store every root 

certificate in local storage in every node. On the other 

hand it is possible to use cross-signed certificates so a 

node in its local storage must have only one or few root 

certificates. When node receives signed message, it 

receives also chain of certificates of CA hierarchy and if 

there is a root CA that believes it (in its local storage), 

message is valid. 
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CA1

CA11

CA2

CA21

Root CA-Certificate:
Issuer: CA1
Subject: CA1
Serial #: 6e5f
SKI: 3e9c

Cross-Certificate:
Issuer: CA1
Subject: CA2
Serial #: b564
SKI: e58a
AKI:
  Issuer: CA1
  Serial #: 6e5f
  KeyID: 3e9c

Root CA-Certificate:
Issuer: CA2
Subject: CA2
Serial #: e5fa
SKI: e58a

Cross-Certificate:
Issuer: CA2
Subject: CA1
Serial #: be53
SKI: 3e9c
AKI:
  Issuer: CA2
  Serial #: e5fa
  KeyID: e58a

Issuer: CA1
Subject: CA11
Serial #: 6148
SKI: f5fe
AKI:
  Issuer: CA1
  Serial #: 635f
  KeyID: 3e9c

User1

Issuer: CA11
Subject: User1
Serial #: 6108
SKI: 7e56
AKI:
  Issuer: CA11
  Serial #: 6148
  KeyID: f5fe

Issuer: CA2
Subject: CA21
Serial #: 6171
SKI: 3323
AKI:
  Issuer: CA1
  Serial #: 6148
  KeyID: e58a

Cross certification

Cross certification

 

Figure 5: N tier cross certificate [21]. 

7.5 Revocation of certificates 

In standard PKI there is a mechanism to revoke 

certificate by issuing CRL (Certification Revocation 

List) by CA. It contains a list of every revoked 

certificate. It can be the absolute list or the differential 

list of revoked certificates from last published CRL. 

There is also OCSP protocol (Online Certificate 

Revocation Protocol), which is used for online checking 

of validity the certificate. In VANET OCSP has very low 

performance [22, 23] and is not very useful. 

For our distributed database system we recommend 

to use the cross-certificate and the absolute CRL. Using 

the absolute CRL we risk very large CRL. It depends on 

the length of certificate validity. The short period of 

validity of the certificate reduces probability of 

compromising the private key, but increases overhead 

and re-applying for the issuance of the certificate. For 

that process it can help implementation of automatic 

renewal of certificates by CA. Choosing a suitable length 

of validity of the certificate depends on the particular use 

of DDBS. 

8 Conclusion 
There is no known distributed database systems that 

would be possible to operate in the VANET 

environment. There are some attempts to do so for 

MANET, but they are unusable for VANET. 

The paper presented the communication system of 

the distributed database system AD-DB. The database 

system is designed to be used in the VANET 

environment and so its basic principles had to be altered 

for such usage. 

In the nearest future we would like to focus on 

enhancing the query optimization algorithms, but there 

are many other areas which would be interesting to 

explore. For example, many of the data in VANET are of 

highly temporal character, e.g. current weather, traffic 

flow speed, traffic obstacles, etc. It would be interesting 

to have a possibility to query current state of those 

temporal data. 

We have some accomplishments in this area even 

now. We have designed system to query visual objects 

recognized by vehicle cameras through VANET [11, 12], 

so the next logical step would be to integrate this system 

into distributed database system AD-DB. 
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